
Dear NPG Supplier, 
 
We are making a change to VPN suffixes for MI/MP/WN product. This impacts the units you receive from 
our production planners as well as the Flex PLM tech pack you receive from our PD/TD team.  
 
Why did we make these changes? 
To reduce the number of VPNs needed, when a style has multiple size classes, while also considering 
system constraints and downstream impacts. This will be easier for NPG manufactures to receive only 
one tech pack, less work for NPG users for setup in Flex and in some cases easier for NMG.  
Our NMG buy team requested moving to one VPN for MI/MP in POV. This is to allow them to more 
efficiently plan units. It is also more efficient for NPG to manage one Flex tech pack including both MI & 
MP grading since MP fit is a conversion from MI (not fit separately). 
 
 
When will this change be effective? 
Already started –  

- you have received POV MP units within the MI VPN. The Women’s Rack team will continue to 
send you one VPN for MI/MP as they have been for many seasons.  

- all brands using the MI EX grading (XXS-4X) are already sending two VPNs (MI & WN) with units 
but one Flex Tech pack. This will continue. 

 
 
What has changed?  

For Petite:  

• There will no longer be MP style numbers, petite will be noted as a second measurement set and 
grading within the tech pack.  

• There will now be two grade rules within the tech pack for styles that contain petite size offerings. 

• There are some scenarios when a style might not buy the petite size offering, if this occurs the 
final tech pack will include petites. Suppliers should disregard the petite spec if they have not 
received petite orders.  

• All ticketing and labeling that contains the style number will be the MI style suffix. Petite will be 
noted on the ticket as a different size instead of by a style name suffix.   

• Bulk units will be communicated under the MI style number, with the petite size range and missy 
size range noted 
 
For WN using extended grade (exception: brands not using EX grading will continue to fit 
separately and send a separate WN tech pack. i.e. Sejour and Caslon): 

• There will no longer be two tech packs for styles that offer WN sizing, the tech pack will be sent 
under the MI style number. 

• For styles that offer MI & WN the tech pack measurement set has been extended to include the 
MI sizes ( 1X, 2X, 3X, 4X).  

• There will still be a WN VPN for ticketing and communicating units.  

• The care and content labels will all only have the MI style number, ticketing that comes via EDI 
from RMS will have the correct MI or WN number.  

• Suppliers need to ensure that all VPNs (MI & WN) are included on test reports. 
 
 
Thank you, 
NPG Supply Chain Directors 
 


